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LOS ANGELES RETAIL
Exclusive

Low Vacancy Brings National Retailers To DTLA
MARCH 17, 2017 | BY KELSI MAREE BORLAND

LOS ANGELES—The retail vacancy rate in Downtown Los Angeles fell more than 51% at the end of
2016, thanks to the focus from national and international retailers.
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Get Ready for More Rate Hikes
Tight Supply Sparks Industrial
Gentrification
Carol Schatz is the president and CEO of the DCBID.
LOS ANGELES—The retail vacancy rate in Downtown Los Angeles plummeted more than 51% at the
end of 2016 to 4%, according to the fourth quarter report from the Downtown Central Business
Improvement District. Rental rates are following suit. In the fourth quarter, average rents were $2.64

DTLA Sees Record Deliveries at
Close of 2016
Does It Matter That California
Isn’t Business Friendly?

per square foot, a 2.7% increase year-over-year. The activity make the retail sector one of the most
active asset classes in Downtown Los Angeles. To find out more about the activity in the retail sector
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and where the market is headed, we sat down with Carol Schatz, president of the DCBID, for an
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exclusive interview.
GlobeSt.com: The decrease in retail vacancy in 2016 was impressive. What drove down the
retail vacancy last year?
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The 15th annual RealShare Net Lease
conference will bring together the industry's

Carol Schatz: You are correct in that there has been an impressive number of new restaurants, bars,
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fashion, and retail outlets that have opened in the last year. There is now a national and international

executives

focus on DTLA and retail growth reflects this interest. In addition to new local retailers and food
purveyors, we continue to see a growing influx of national chains making a home in Downtown
including Whole Foods, Petco, Footaction, Burlington, and Nordstrom Rack, which is coming soon to
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FigAt7th. These are complemented by hip, boutique retailers like Pocket Square Clothing, Please Do
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Not Enter, Acne Studios, and many, many, more.
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GlobeSt.com: What retail trends are you expecting to see in DTLA in 2017?

With nearly 800 commercial real estate
executives RealShare Los Angeles continues to

Schatz: With the retail market being so tied to the overall economy, it is a difficult market to predict.

be the leading industry event in the area.

But Downtown’s Renaissance has been extremely resilient, so we anticipate retail to remain strong
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and in growth mode. And with the superior quality and type of retail spaces that will be delivering, we
expect to see more national chains and world brands opening in downtown. With a “weekday
population” of 500,000 workers, residents and visitors, a growing, affluent residential population, and
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almost 19 million visitors per year, DTLA provides the density of shoppers that retailers are seeking,
as well as plenty of opportunities to create “signature” locations.
GlobeSt.com: Daily needs retail is dominating the L.A. retail market. Is that also true in DTLA?
What types of retailers are most prevalent there?
Schatz: Daily needs retail was a dominating part of the retail scene in the earlier stages of the
Renaissance, as there was a dearth of it to serve the early residents. Now that the residential
community is growing beyond critical mass, we are starting to see more higher-end and specialty
retail such as Shinola, BNKR, Aesop, and COS, which is opening soon at 8th and Broadway.
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Maintenance Tech (Orr
Partners Property
Management) Reston, VA
20191
Orr partners property management is seeking a
maintenance tech to join our growing property
management team! this is an entry level
position, perfect for a motivated individual who
is ready to learn from experienced building
engineers. position responsibilities may include,
but are not limited to...
Apply Now ›

Real Estate Portfolio
Analyst (Invesco)
Newport Beach , CA
92657
Invesco ltd. is a leading independent global
investment management firm, dedicated to
helping investors worldwide achieve their
financial objectives. by delivering the combined
power of our distinctive investment
management capabilities, invesco provides a
wide range of investment strateg...
Apply Now ›

Senior Data Analyst (JLL)
New York City, NY
We are seeking a senior data analyst to support

